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Summary Information

Repository: University of Nevada, Las Vegas. University Libraries. Special
Collections and Archives.

Creator: Baca, Edward J., 1931-2016
Contributor: Boyer Early Las Vegas Oral History Project

Title: Edward Baca oral history interview
ID: OH-02533

Date: 2016 January 28
Physical

Description:
3 Digital Files (0.118 GB) MP3, PDF

Language of the
Material:

English

Abstract: Oral history interview with Edward Baca conducted by Claytee
D. White on January 28, 2016 for the Boyer Early Las Vegas
Oral History Project. Baca opens his interview describing his
parents and his youth in Wyoming. He then discusses moving
to Bryce, Utah in the 1940s, his career in coal mining, and the
process of removing coal from the mine. Baca describes his
brief time working for the federal government, going to trade
school to learn morse code, and working for the railroad. He then
talks about switching careers to to work as an air conditioning
insulator, and moving to Las Vegas, Nevada in 1969. Baca then
describes how he found religion, his efforts to learn more about
Christianity, and forming a ministry where he preaches. He
discusses his Christian radio program, his singing ministry, and
his efforts to save a Christian radio station from closing. Lastly,
Baca discusses his religious music albums, touring in a religious
music group, and faith healing.

Preferred Citation
Edward Baca oral history interview, 2016 January 28. OH-02533. [Cite format consulted: Audio
recording or Transcript.] Oral History Research Center, Special Collections and Archives,
University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Scope and Contents Note

Oral history interview with Edward Baca conducted by Claytee D. White on January 28, 2016 for
the Boyer Early Las Vegas Oral History Project. Baca opens his interview describing his parents
and his youth in Wyoming. He then discusses moving to Bryce, Utah in the 1940s, his career in coal
mining, and the process of removing coal from the mine. Baca describes his brief time working for
the federal government, going to trade school to learn morse code, and working for the railroad.
He then talks about switching careers to to work as an air conditioning insulator, and moving to
Las Vegas, Nevada in 1969. Baca then describes how he found religion, his efforts to learn more
about Christianity, and forming a ministry where he preaches. He discusses his Christian radio
program, his singing ministry, and his efforts to save a Christian radio station from closing. Lastly,
Baca discusses his religious music albums, touring in a religious music group, and faith healing.
Digital audio and transcript available.
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Administrative Information

Access Note
Collection is open for research. Where use copies do not exist, production of use copies is
required before access will be granted; this may delay research requests. Advanced notice is
required.

Publication Rights
Materials in this collection may be protected by copyrights and other rights. See  Reproductions
and Use on the UNLV Special Collections and Archives website for more information about
reproductions and permissions to publish. Some transcripts do not exist in final form, therefore
any editing marks in a transcript (deletions, additions, corrections) are to be quoted as marked.

Acquisition Note
This interview was conducted and transcribed by the Oral History Research Center (OHRC)
which is part of the UNLV University Libraries Special Collections and Archives Division.

Processing Note
Interview materials were processed by UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives in
2016 and 2021. Hana Gutierrez and Kelsey Mazmanyan wrote the collection description. Access
copies were created for born-digital audio and transcript files.
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Bound Transcript Availability
A bound transcript is available for use in UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives. See
call number: CT247 .B32 2016
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Names and Subjects

• Oral histories (document genres)
• Religious institutions
• Coal mines and mining
• Air conditioning
• Clergy
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